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Introduction

Award-winning author Gretchen Rubin is back with a bang, with The Happiness Project. The author of
the bestselling 40 Ways to Look at Winston Churchill has produced a work that is "a cross between the
Dalai Lama's The Art of Happiness and Elizabeth Gilbert's Eat, Pray, Love." (Sonya Lyubomirsky, author
of The How of Happiness: A Scientific Approach to Getting the Life You Want) In the vein of Julie and
Julia, The Happiness Project describes one person's year-long attempt to discover what leads to true
contentment. Drawing at once on cutting-edge science, classical philosophy, and real-world
applicability, Rubin has written an engaging, eminently relatable chronicle of transformation.

Questions for Discussion

1. Gretchen argues throughout The Happiness Project that striving to be happy is a worthy, not selfish, goal. Do you agree? Do you think
that Gretchen was right, or not, to devote so much time and attention to her own happiness? Do you spend much time thinking about
your happiness?

2. The Happiness Project is packed with quotations. Which quotation resonated most with you? Do you have a quotation that has been
particularly meaningful in your own life'that you've included in your email signa'ture or taped to your desk, for example?

3. One of Gretchen's resolutions is to "Imitate a spiritual master." Do you have a spiritual master? Who is it? Gretchen was surprised to
realize that St. Therese of Lisieux was her master. Do you know why you identify with your spiritual master?

4. Gretchen observes that "Outer order contributes to inner calm," and many of her resolutions are aimed at clutter-clearing. Do you
agree that clutter affects your happiness?

5. One of Gretchen's main arguments is that "You're not happy unless you think you're happy," and she spends a lot of time thinking
about her happiness. However, many important figures have argued just the opposite; for example, John Stuart Mill wrote, "Ask yourself
whether you are happy, and you cease to be so." What do you think? Does striving for happiness make you happier? Or does it make
happiness more elusive?

6. Did reading this book make you want to try one of the resolutions? Which one?

7. A criticism of The Happiness Project might be that writing a "year of'" book is gimmicky. Did you like the "experiment for a year"
approach, or did it strike you as a clich'? Why do you think so many authors are drawn to this structure?

8. Many memoirs recount the author's struggle to be happiness in the face of a major challenge like cancer, divorce, an unhappy
childhood, massive weight loss, and the like. In the book's opening, Gretchen admits that she has always been pretty happy. Did you find
her reflections on happiness helpful, nevertheless? Or do you think it's more valuable to read an account by someone facing more
difficulties?

9. Gretchen writes, "Everyone's happiness project will be different." How would your happiness project be different from Gretchen's? How
might it be the same?

10. What was the one most valuable thing you learned from The Happiness Project about happiness'for yourself?

About the Author

Gretchen Rubin is the author of The Happiness Project, as well as the bestselling Forty Ways to Look at Winston Churchill; Forty Ways to
Look at JFK; Power Money Fame Sex: A User's Guide; and Profane Waste. (She has three dreadful unpublished novels locked in a
drawer.)

Her popular daily blog, The Happiness Project, appears on Slate and the Huffington Post and ranks in the prestigious Technorati "Top 2K."
There, she recounts her adventures and insights as she grapples with the challenges of how to be happier. She also blogs for
RealSimple.com.

A graduate of Yale and Yale Law School (where she was editor-in-chief of the Yale Law Journal), Rubin started her career as a lawyer,
and she was clerking for Justice Sandra Day O'Connor when she realized she really wanted to be a writer. Raised in Kansas City, she lives
in New York City with her husband and two young daughters.
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